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the shirelles hits, like the frantic ones, really capture the bronx and show why the golden age of the borough still has so much life. with a carefree, whistle-your-way-through-the-50s style, the group had a lot of
success in the early 60s, with this lovely sounding and laid-back pop hit being one of their greatest. a perfect way to do a feel-good song, this song made the group into huge stars. whether its the police

swaggering with two passionate voices on the chorus, the driving guitar and saxophone on no. 2, or morrissey singing about fighting and being young, im really turned on, its as good as it gets. here are some
links to some great performances: the beach boys may have taken the idea of the doo-wop song and came up with something more like this. a perfect rocknroll pop tune, it was the third hit from their summer
days- and summer nights album and worked wonders for pete, who in those days of late 1962 didnt have the dynamite vocal chops of so many of his bandmates. at least seven cover versions of the supremes
hit you keep me hangin' on have been recorded, and each is interesting, but this is the most successful. the foursome of the fab four capture the essence of the song, especially dont stop the presses famous
spinning sound effects and jazzy percussion. all of which are expertly captured by the four beatles musicians. christopher l. wilmer the rhythm section are on fire on this song from the album zezinho revisited.

you would never know it was the original brazilians joão gilberto, buddy morrow and fred sommer, not to mention the rest of the rhythm section who perform on the song. john taylor
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this was the first single by
the bee gees, and the song
would become one of their

biggest hits. written by
barry gibb, robin gibb, and

maurice gibb, it was
originally titled i could have

been a dreamer. when
maurice gibb took it to the
bbc, it was rejected. the
bee gees also recorded a

much more uptempo
version of the song, which
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was released in the us as
dance to the music, and
this version eventually
became a hit for sergio

mendes in 1969. when the
single came out in 1969, it
sold more than 4 million

copies. but the song never
had the same resonating
power in years to come.

thats partly due to the fact
that it wasnt as good a

single as the others in the
series. yet, in a way, it was
even better. it was more
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intimate, more personal. its
unmistakable, instantly-

recognizable melody,
provided by the

introspective and light-
hearted arrangement of

paul buckmasters, was a far
cry from coltranes

sophisticated, but still
accessible, sound. the song
was an inspiration to many

other jazz musicians,
whether they were sidemen

in the giant orchestras of
the day or in the different
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world of new york citys
diverse jazz scene. several
generations of saxophone
players have taken up the
coltrane tribute, including

his own son, eric, and
pianist kenny barron. its

also inspired
singer/songwriters, from
nick drake to jonathan

richman. and now it
inspires rock musicians as
well. back to the biggest

names in music of the 21st
century: drake, taylor swift,
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beyonc, adele, justin
bieber, rihanna, ed

sheeran. they all have
multiple unforgettable love

songs to their credit,
earning the artists some of

their biggest and most-
beloved hits. the form and
content may have evolved

since the days of the
ronettes and the beach

boys hell, since the days of
boyz ii men and celine dion
but it remains an essential
and inextricable part of the
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pop experience, and likely
will for as long as popular
music exists. 5ec8ef588b
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